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Coreflexive Coalgebras” 
Th e primary goal of this paper is to develop the more general aspects 
of the theory of coalgebras C such that all finite dimensional C*-modules 
arc rational. These coalgebras we call coreflexive. Our basic object of study 
is the pairing of a coalgebra C and an algebra A (for example -4 C*). 
For such a pairing we call an A-module rational if it possesses an underlying 
C-comodule structure. A rational .4-module is character&d as having a 
closed cofinite annihilator. This is the observation which allows us to use 
extensively the weak-* topology on A4 induced by C. We show that a pairing 
of a coalgebra C and an algebra A with the property that all finite dimensional 
A-modules are rational (called a coreflexive pairing) gives rise to a weak 
duality between C and J. For any coalgebra C and algebra -4 one can 
construct a coalgebra =1 * C‘ which is in some sense “dual” to the convolution 
algebra Hom(C, L4). There is a natural pairing of d i: C and IIom(C‘, -4) 
which has applications to the tensor product of coalgcbras. In particular 
wc show that C ,;; 11 is coreflexive if (‘* is almost noetherian and 11 
coreflesivc. 
The question of corcflesivity of the coradical (‘,, (sum of the simple 
subcoalgebras) of a coalgebra C is treated in depth. It is of interest, since 
the finite dimensional simple C*-modules are rational precisely when C’,, 
is corcflexive; and a coalgcbra C which is the direct sum of coreflexive 
coalgebras is itself coreflesivc if and onI\, if C,, is coreflexive. Regarding 
cc, JJ {(‘,P: .X E S) as the direct sum of simple subcoalgebras, we proceed 
to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the coreflesivit!. of c’,, in 
terms of the inde\-ing set d17. 
It is easily seen that CO is coreflesive if and only if the cofinite maximal 
ideals of C* are closed. WT:e show that a cofinite maximal $fl ideal is closed 
if it contains a finite]?- generated (two-sided) ideal dense in L’ (in particular 
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a cofinite maximal ideal finitely generated as a two-sided ideal is closed). 
9s a consequence we have a sufficient condition for a finite dimensional 
simple C*-module to be rational. 
For a complete discussion of coreflcxivity of almost connected (finite 
dimensional coradical) or cocommutative coalgebras, the reader is referred 
to [2]. Our notation and terminology is essentially that of [2], [3], and [6]. 
One minor difference: if C is a coalgebra and W: N -P C I/& IV is the structure 
map of a (left) C-comodulc :\y, WC sometimes n-rite ~(11) ~: C n(,) ‘:! EC,) 
for all n E ,V. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let I/’ and W be vector spaces over a field k. A pairing (I-, IV) of I- and W 
is a linear map 11’ @ W -+ k (n $1 u: - (a, 20)). If ,<a, W> (0) implies 
2’ 1 0 then (b-, W) is said to be (left) non-singular, and (I -, IV) is called 
non-singular if it is both left and right non-singular. Suppose -4 is a subspace 
of TV”. Then ,4 is dense if the pairing 1’ @ A -N k (evaluation map) is left 
non-singular. 
For a pairing (V, W) let I7 ---fc II’” and bl’-+7 I’* be defined by :~o(w), zc -= 
,‘z’, X! ) =-m (‘T(W), ~1. Notice that: 
I. 1. h pairing (b-, W) is left non-singular if and only if IV -PO II’* is 
injective or, equivalently, TV has dense image (under T) in V*. 
We shall consider V and IV topological spaces under the weak-* topology 
determined by T(W) and D( b’), respectively. For a subspace U of I’ define 
I:‘- ~-= {w t W: (r:, w> = (0)). (A similar definition is made for subspaces 
of l4*.) If c,* is a subspace the closure of c’ (denoted c) is 7‘Am’. 
1.2. Let C’ be a vector space. Then the finite dimensional subspaces of CT* 
are closed; or, equivalently, if f,fi ,...,fil E c” and kerfx fi kerj’; , then 
f aIf T .. + ci,.f,, for some “ii E k. 
Using 1.2 we make several basic observations which will be useful in 
the sequel. 
1.3. Let (I’, W) be a pairing. 
(a) If 71 is any (respectively, finite dimensional) subspace of lY, then 
Ii’ is a closed (respectively, cofinite closed) subspace of W. 
(b) A cofinite subspace Z of W is closed if and only if f~ IjT’1 such 
that (f, Z) = (0) implies f~ u( LJ. Th us if 2 and I7 are cofinite and Z is 
closed, 2 C I; implies Y is closed. 
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(c) Suppose .4 has dense image (mdcr 7) in I ._. If z’~ ,..., ‘i’,, t IT arr 
independent and 2, ,..., a,! E k are given, then ~0, E, ,x1 all i for sornc 
ai .I. 
‘l’hroughout this paper ((: .f) will denote ii pairing of the coalgcbra (‘ 
and algebra .1_ 
N&w that, if (C’, .J) is a left non-singular pairing of 21 coalgebra (’ and 
an algebra .A, then the coalgebra map C‘ ~t(’ .J” is injective and .A has dense 
image (under 7) in C*‘. 
Neniari;. I,ct (C’, :I) bc a pairing of ;I coalgebra C’ and an algebra .-1. 
If I) is a subcoalgel~ra (respectively, left coideal, coideal) of C’, then I> 
is 311 ideal (respectively, left ideal, subalgcbra) of _ 1. The converse of this 
statement is also true if ((: -4) is left non-singular. 
l’iTe give wvcral basic examples. 
Suppose ;I Y C ~~~ &l(Hom(A, C) @ Hom(=l, C)). Then regarding 
Hom(A4, C) as an =I-module (or as an ;l-himodule) one can prove that 
_-I ‘I C‘ is the (unique) maximal locally finite submodule (see remarks 
preceding 2.6) of Hom(Al, C). In fact (A + C, d, t) is a coalgebra, called 
the conwhtio~z coalgebra of -3 and C. Sotice that ,J + k .-I”. The inclusion 
AI* I:,/, C’ -+ Hom(A4, C) determined by (I* ,S;! c(a) ‘a”, n’c induces an 
isomorphism of coalgebras (*-1 k k) (2, C ‘v .-I e C. 
(3) I,et (’ be a coalgehra and A-l an algebra. Then the map 
(A :i- C) @; Hom(C’, A) mm> k ((u” ?J c, ,f id’. f(C)‘~~) 
is a (left non-singular) pairing of the convolution coalgebra .I x C’ and the 
convolution algebra Hom(C’, ./I). This follows bv the equations 
together cvith the observation that C + @J B has dense image (under T) in 
(.!I ~4 C)?. 
l.lsing the functorial properties of A v C we give a proof of the following 
useful facts about the tensor product of coalgebras. Recall that for a coalgebra 
c’ the set of grouplike elements is G(C) ~~ {g 7~ 0: AR ~~mm R ~3 R) and for 
y E G(C) the space ofg-primitive elements is P,,(C) cc: dc c @p m-2 iggfc). 
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Suppose that (L, P.‘) and (IV, IV’) are pairings of spaces. I$ a (linear) 
morphism 
we mean linear maps 
such that 
Composition of morphisms and isomorphism of pairings are defined in the 
obvious way. 
suppose 
is a morphism. If Z is a subspace of W’ notice that T -l(P) (n’(-w; 
therefore T (and similarly 71’) is continuous. Suppose V and TP’ arc vector 
spaces with topologies. We say a linear map F’ -+ii W is linearly closed if 
T(U) is closed for closed subspaces I/; of l., and a linear morphism 
( v, L”) ML ( w, w’) 
is called linearly closed if T and T’ are linearly closed. Observe that: 
1.6. If I’- t7i W is linear, then (CT, P) -+(T,7i-) (W, IV”) is linearly closed. 
Let C and C’ be coalgebras, &4 and A’ be algebras. A morphism of pairings 
(C, A) --+(n.itJ (C’, A’) is a linear morphism such that T is a map of coalgebras 
and u is a map of algebras. Notice that saying ( T, U) is a morphism is equivalent 
to requiring the diagram 
to commute. 
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Suppose (C, A) is a pairing of a coalgebra C and an algebra A. Let A’ 
be a left C-comodule. Then N is a right (rational) A-module where (‘1 . a =- 
C (n(,) , a;’ g(e) (see Section 2). If M is a left A-module, a pairing (N, ~1~) 
is called a (C, A)-module pairing if M ---f’ N* is a map of A-modules. 
Morphisms of module pairings are defined in the obvious way. The following 
example will arise often in the sequel. 
1.7. LcXAMPLE. Suppose (N, M) is a (C, A)-module pairing, and let m E M. 
Let&,,: ,-I --, M be the “left multiplication” map (i.e., L,(a) = am all a E i3) 
and define A,,,: N---f C by A,,,(n) := C ~z(i)(‘(,) , m) for all n t N. Then the 
equations 
= (n . a, m) = (n, L,(a)> 
imply that (N, iv) +(nw~.rm) (C, A) is a morphism. Notice (C, ‘4) is a 
(C, A)-module pairing so that L,: A ---f A is continuous for a E A. Using 
1.6 we make the important observation that L,,, is linearly closed for all 
wz E &‘I if -4 or: C* and M =- K*, where N is a left C-comodule (see [2]). 
DEFINITIOK. A pairing (C, d4) f o a coalgebra C and an algebra ./I is 
said to be corejlexive if C ---+” =1” is an isomorphism. 
Remark. If (C, A) is coreflexive then the algebra map il +T c’” is not 
even necessarily surjective (see 3.13). 
\\‘e call a coalgebra C coreflexive if the natural pairing (C, C”) is coreflexive, 
and an algebra A reflexive if the natural map A ---t7 (Aa)* is an isomorphism 
(see also [S]). Coreflexive coalgebras and reflexive algebras are related in a 
very natural way. The following statements are easily proved using the 
functorial nature of A ++ .-I0 and C t--f C*. 
1.8. A coalgebra C is coreflexive if and only if C 5 $0, where .-1 is a 
reflexive algebra. 
1.9. An algebra A is reflexive if and only if .4 v C*, where C is some 
coreflexive coalgebra. 
\\Te conclude this section with a necessary condition for a subalgebra 
of C* to bc reflexive. 
1.10. hOPOSITIOr;. Suppose C is n coulgebuu and .-2 is a uejeflesive subalgebra 
of C”. Then =1 is closed. 
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PKmf. 1,et (’ P .-I’) be the map dcfincd by n(c), a‘, \ u, c, . ‘I’hen 
the diagram 
(AqIJ)x ~ -?*- p (,‘,’ 
commutes, where L is the inclusion. Since .3 is reflexive, r’ is injectivc, 
so r is surjective. Therefore we have an exact sequence 0 -r I- l C FT .‘I” -, 0, 
and from this we induce by (*) an exact sequence 0 4 .3 ~. tL t’ 1 >I’ l o. 
This implies :I I , which completes the proof. (j.EI,. 
In this section we derive some of the more general propertics of corckivc 
pairings of coalgebras and algebras and give applications to coalgcbras. 
The characterization of a coretlcuive pairing (C‘, .I) of chief intcrcst here 
is that all finite dimensional :I-modules arc rational. L$Te discuss rational 
modules from a topological point of view Adopting this approach one is 
able to derive wry quickly many of their basic properties. AIost of the 
observations vve make about rational modules can be found in the literature; 
however, we include them here for the sake of completeness. 
For a complete discussion of corefeuivit!- of cocommutative or almost 
connected coalgebras the reader is referred to [2]. 
Suppose (C’, 3) is a pairing of a coalgebra C’ and an algebra 3. Recall 
that C ffT A3” is a coalgebra map and -3 - s7 C” is an algebra map ( D(C), (I 
c. (7 r(a), c ). 
lhmITIOK. Ixt (C, .-I) be a pairing of a coalgcbra C ’ and an algebra -3. 
Then a left .-I-module .IZ is called rational if .lI possesses a right C’-comodule 
structure (-11, DJ) such that a ~1 I tc T-(n)(w(m)) all a c A3 and 111 c .I/. 
‘The notion of rational right A3-nlodule is similarly defined. 
Suppose that (C’, A) is a left non-singular pairing of a coalgebra C’ and 
an algebra 3, and (-II, p) is a left A- module which is rational. Since .-I has 
dense image (under T) in C” the underlying C’-comodulc structure (Ill, w) 
is unique. If ,‘I2 and <V are rational ,-l-modules, a linear map f’: .lI + 2; is a 
map of left A-modules if and only if f is a map of right C’-comodules. 
l~~rom these remarks WC‘ conclude’ that, if (C, .3) is left non-singular, 
then the correspondence of objects (:U, p) ,-+ (31, OJ) and maps f--+‘jf is an 
isomorphism of the category of rational left .-l-modules and the categor) 
of right C-comodulcs. 
Generally a left .-I-module .\I has a (uniyue) maximal rational s&module, 
for: 
1.1. Let (C’, A-I) be a left non-singular pairing and .\I,. denote the :jum of 
the rational submodules of the left =l-module :\f. Then 111, is rational. 
Proof. If m E AI,. , then vz m1 i- ... T mi E *11, --1 ... .‘\I, for rational 
submodules 31; of ,\I. Suppose (AV, , u,) is the underlving comodule structure 
of the module ;lZ, It clearly suffices to show w(m) ~- wi(mi) 1~ .‘. c wI(mJ 
is well-defined to conclude (31,. , W) ‘. h I is t c cesired comodule structure. 
This will follow if A- JI, + .‘. : AII, is rational; for, if (X, ~“1 is the 
underlying comodule, then W’ o, on ;21, . Rut the last assertion follows 
casilv by induction. . Q.1i.U. 
Ixt N be a left .-I-module and p: AI -P Hom(.-l, ,\I) bc the map defined 
by p(m)(a) u m. The representation ?T: .-I P End AI of .11 imluccs a 
map m,: End, .\I + z-i” defined by \n,(m+ [j; m), a 111+, a 111,‘. Suppose 
(c‘, A-1) is a left non-singular pairing. ‘The inclusion (’ +CJ .I’ induces an 
inclusion C cX”, II/ ---f Hom(d, M). We may assume (’ C .I * (I-ia c‘ -P .A ‘). 
3 3 ~ROPOSITIOX. -.-. Let (C’, .-I) De a left uo?bsingular pairing qf a coalgehra C 
rind an dgelwa A, and let ~11 he a left >A-module. For m C II/ the follozcing 
statements are equieulent: 
(kl) 111 t JI,. . 
(h) The annihilator I,,? em (n E .-I : u m 0) qf 777 is a cclfinite closed icft 
itlea of’ &4. 
(c) I m (0), where I is u rojinite closed ideal qf A. 
(d) .\- Ad m is jinite dimensional, and n,(End A’) C (‘. 
(e) ??Z E p ~‘(C ‘$2) 32). 
Proof. (a) -. (b). 
w(m) 1 x _ < 
Let (111,. , W) bc the underlying comodule of .I], If 
m(r) ~KJ m(,) and I. is the span of the m(,r’s, then 1-- is cofinite 
and closed by I .3.a. Therefore I,,, is closed since IT1 C I,,, . 
(17) (c). \Ce have seen (SW 1.7) that “left multiplication” L,, E End d 
for n E A is continuous (L,,(h) -= hn). Therefore, if .V .-I . m the annihilator 
I n{L;l(I,,,): a E A) of A’ is cofinite and closed since I,,, is. 
(c) -’ (d). Suppose I i~r (0), where Z is a cofinite closed ideal of .-I. 
Then clearly N .4 712 finite dimensional, and ,:x,(72* 2; I?), I\ -~ (0) for 
PL* ‘r) n E End ,V implies nl(17nd ny) C c‘ b!- 1.3.1~. 
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(d) *. (e). Suppose 117 A m is finite dimensional and r,(End 1L7) C C‘. 
Let {n, ,..., n,) be a basis for :V and {N,‘. ,..., nl*) be the dual basis. If 
?(% x 0 m) : c-, , then 
: (7r,(njr @J m), a 1 --- /n,“, n . m,, 
all j implies p(m) 1 c, @I n, E C ‘$1 :l/. 
(e) =- (a). Let p(m) = C ci @,I mi E C @J AI. Then a m ~-= p(m)(n) = 
2 mi(-r(a), c,>. Since A has dense image (under 7) in C* we may assume 
nzi E d . m =-~ A’ for all i. Since C ---f” A” is a coalgebra map, p(N) C C @ N. 
If w is the composition N --,P C’ p, !V :li 0 C, then a n : : I @ ~(a)(w(n)) 
all n E ;V. Since A has dense image (under T) in C*, (.V, w) is a right C- 
comodule. By definition, m t ;I/,. . QED. 
Remarks. Suppose (C, -+l) is a left non-singular pairing. Observe that: 
(I) If 1 is a maximal ideal of .-l which is not closed and M mm d/Z, then 
M, -= (0). Otherwise I (the annihilator of an!- proper submodule) would be 
closed. 
Let I’ be a closed subspace of A. What we have actually shown in (b) 7’ (c) 
is that the largest right (and also left) ideal contained in V is closed. Thus 
in addition the largest two-sided ideal contained in 1’ is closed. XVe draw 
from this two conclusions. 
(2) If d1 is a left .-l-module and I,,, is closed, then the annihilator of 
A’ :- &-I m is closed. 
(3) Let M be a finite dimensional simple left d-module with annihilator 
,fi and character .t’ E A*. If .‘Y ~,#: 0 A! is the largest ideal contained in 
ker .F. In this case Jl is rational if and only if .L E C (i.e., ker .!?” is closed). 
For a left .-l-module ;11 let AI’ = I-Iom(;M, k), . Notice that 2.2.~ implies 
11Z -* 111, (respectively, 112 -> llfr) is functorial. 
The next two corollaries are immediate consequences of 2.2.~. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let (c’, -4) be u left non-singular pairing. Then the inclusiorr 
C -ati _ 1” induces an isomorphism C + .-I r. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let (C, ,q) be a left non-siqular pairing and 0 -+ ;11’ m-p 
Ii1 z 31” -+ 0 nn exact sequence of left A-modules. If Ab is rational then 
ilI' and :I/” ure rational. 
In general the converse of 2.4 is not true. ITor example, let I be an infinite 
dimensional vector space and C( b’) d enote the connected coalgebra k !I) I’ 
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(AZ: -- 7: :$ 1 $- 1 @ 8). The ideals (respectively, closed ideals) of cZ’( LJ” 
are the subspaces (respectively, closed subspaces) of m -: V*. So if I is a 
subspace of I-” which is not closed, then end members of the exact sequence 
of -4 =- C( I>‘)*-modules 0 A rn,‘Z -f ,q:I - + +-1,‘m + 0 arc rational, but Al~l 
is not. We can give a partial converse. 
2.5. Suppose C is a coalgebra and 0 + M --f JI +li 111” Pz 0 is an exact 
sequence of left d = C*-modules with M’ and M” rational. If the annihilator 
of each m” E l;ZI” is a finitely generated left ideal, then AZ is ratiom11. 
Proof. Let m E IV and nz” -7 n(m). Then ~(1,,[n ~1) : (0). If a, ,..., a, 
generate I,,, n as a left ideal, then ui m t ker n m= M all i. By 2.2.~ there 
is a cofinite closed ideal /; of .-I such that J<(a,m) =: (0). Now J n Ji 
is a closed ideal, and 
(JI) m = (jul + .” 1~ JUJ 772 = (0). 
By 1.3.8 of [3] J1 is a cofinite left ideal of A. Since “left multiplication” 
in. A = C* is linearly closed (see I .7), / . a is closed for all a E A. Since 
the sum of closed subspaces of <, ‘* is closed, J1 is closed. Therefore, I,,, is 
closed. QED. 
Let =1 be an algebra and A/ a left A-module. Then AI is loca/.ly finite 
if 3 m is finite dimensional for all m E M. For anq; =I-module 113 let ii/l, 
denote the sum of all the finite dimensional submodules of M. Then M,, 
is a submodule, in fact the (unique) maximal locally finite submodule of M. 
Notice that m E MC, if and only if m is annihilated bp a cofinite ide;ll of z-1. 
N r l A1f,, is clearly functorial. Let X0 Ilom(M, h),, . 
2.6. Remark. Let M be an A-module. Then the correspondence N + Nl 
of cofinite submodules of ;;22 and finite dimensional submodules of J* is 
hijective (see 1.2). In particular m* E ,W if and only if m*, -V> --: (0) for 
some cofinitc submodule :\’ of AI. 
Let (C, A) be a left non-singular pairing of C and A. If N is a left 
.-I-module, then 2.2.~ implies :II,. C ;11,, . \I’e shall see that M,. =m ill0 for 
all .-l-modules ,II precisely when (C, -4) is reflexive. 
For the remainder of this section we consider A-modules AI such that 
.\I, : ilf,, Notice first of all :\I,, Ill,, implies :Xrr = ,V,, for all submodules 
:L’ of A/. 
2.7. COROLLARY. I,et (c, -4) he a non-sing&v pairing of C and A, ?L/1 -; :V’” 
z&eve N is a left C-comodule. Then M,. :- M,, (= [annihilators qf cofinite 
subcomodules of IV>). 
Proof. clearly n,. C MO To establish the other inclusion recall (see 1.7) 
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that “left multiplication” I,,,,: z3 + .I/ for m t :I/ is continuous. Thus 
z r,j L,l(O) is closed for any rr2 E ;I/. But I,,, is cofinitc if nl E :II,, . (2.E.D. 
2.8. IX3nM. Let (C’, A) hf (2 l(rff non-singulnr @ring oj‘ (’ und A, and 
(iI& 1 a.family qf I<ft .-I-modules such fhat (.I/,),. (iI& all a. df :lI n .I/, , 
then :I I,. Al/,, 
Proof. Suppose’ m E .lZ,, . If I is the annihilator of A :I m. then / 
is a cofinite idcal of .3. But I WI (0) implies 1. wz, (0) all a, so 
711, E (NJ,, (111J, all 01. For each Lx let I, he the ideal maximal with respect 
to I, Ill,, (0). ‘Then I, is closed b!- 2.2.~ and 1.3.b, so, if J : n I, , then 
J is closed (in fact J is a finite intersection) and .[ m -p (0). Hy 2.2.~ vr G Af,. . 
Thus AI,, C :I/, S’ j mcc .\I, C :I((, in any case, the proof is complete. Q.E.1). 
A left :3-module .IZ is called torsionless if for each 0 == 111 t .lZ there is an 
f~ Hom,(M, --I) such that -f(w) ,;r 0. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose (C, .A) b I\ 0 non-singular paiving of C.’ and ;I, 
and AI is a torsionless A4-module. Tlzen .1I, iI (in particular -4,. rl,,). 
Proof. Since the embedding .-I 27 C’, is a map of .4-modules, -4, .I,, 
by 2.7. Let :I, .-1 for all f~ Hom,,(J1, -4). Since JI is torsionless, the 
map of Al-modules :I3 --FL n AQi(~(wz), .f(vz)) is injective. Therefore 
ill, -~ .lZ(, hy 2.2.C and 2.X. Q.E.D. 
2.2. C’orejTexire I’nit+lgs 
\Ve now turn our attention to left non-singular pairings (<‘, :I) with the 
propert!. that all locally finite .J-modules are rational. Our first proposition 
is essentially a topological description of such pairings. 
2.10. PROPO~ITlOS. Let (c’, A) 0 e (1 lrft now-sirigulav paiving of- a coakebra C‘ 
and an algebra .A. Bell the following statements aye equi7~alent: 
(a) (C’, .-I) is rcw@exiw. 
(h) .-Ill cqfinite ideals oj. A are closed. 
(c) A11 cqfinite kft ideals of .A are closrd. 
(d) .-III cofinife subalgebras oj- .-I ure rlosed. 
(c) A4N$nitt~ dimensioual kft .-l-modules urc sationfri. 
Proof. ‘Il’c will shobv (a) (b) (c) (c) (a) and (c) -5 (d). 
Suppose (C, .-3) is coreflesive, and let I lx a cofinite ideal of _3. Sow c’ +(’ A” 
is surjectivc; so if ,f‘r .4 * arid c’f, I 
\ve see that I is ~lwal. Thus (a) 
(0). then fc dlo -= u(C). B!- 1.3.h 
(13). 
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(h) (c). Since ev-erv cofinite left ideal of .-I contains a cofinitt: ideal, 
(h) (c) follo\vs by I .3.b. 
(c) (e). Suppose ‘11 is a finite dimensional left AI-module, and 111 t :\I. 
Then the annihilator I,,, of m is a cofinite left ideal of A. But I,,, closed implies 
117 F .-I/, h\, 32.1~. 
(c) (a). For any left non-singular pairing (C, ,-I), the inclusion C’ +(r .-I” 
inducts an isomorphism C ---2” -4” by 2.3. Therefore it sufiiccs to show that 
cofinitc ideals of .4 are closed. 
Let 1 be a cofinite ideal of A4 and 111 : -4/J. Then A11 is a finite dimensional 
left .-l-module, hence rational. By 2.2.b 1, mu / is closed. 
(c) (d). This will follow from 1.3.h and the general fact: If B is a 
cofinitc subalgebra of A and r7 is a cofinite right B-suhmodule of .A, then 
I - contains a cofinite left ideal of .3 (take R ~=- I’ to show (c) :- (d)). 
To pro\ e the assertion let ;I1 m- iI/ I -. Then :I9 is a finite dimensional 
right R-module. so AI J = (0) f - 01 some cofinite ideal J of B. Riot -4 J 
is a cofinite left ideal, and :lf J =- (0) implies -3 J C CT. 
(d) (c). Suppose I is a cofinite left ideal of ‘4. Since I contains a 
cofinite left ideal which is not dense, to show that 1 is closed we may assume 
z (0). Sow 23 :- k I 121 I is a cofinite subalgebra, hence closed by 
assumption. Ijut H k I ‘(I 1 C k I 1.~ I C R implies R ~: k I I- 1. If 
I i-f, then ‘(C) c, 1 = 0 all c E I ‘~. This is not possible since I!- is a 
left coideal. Thus I 41 and we conclude that R k I $ I. Therefore 
I 1. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that “left” may he replaced hy “right” in 2. I0.c and 2.10.e. 
Soticc that corefiexive pairings possess a “weak duality.” If (C, --1) is 
corcflcsive, then the correspondence D + I)‘- of finite dimensional suh- 
coalgehras (respectively, left, right coidcals, coideals) of C and cofinitc 
ideals (respectively, left, right ideals, suhalgchras) of d is hijcctive. 
IZen~urk. Let ,-f he any algebra. Then (:I”, -4) is reflexive, thus the 
rational and locally finite .-I-modules are the same. 
\Ve call a linear map I- +r r-’ almost Lujectiu if kcr TT and cokcr TT are 
finite dimensional, and a (linear) morphism (CT, I -‘j r(r.r’J (rV, IF?‘) almost 
hiiccti\-e if ;i and pi’ arc almost hijcctive. The main result of this section 
is the follo\ving: 
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a left &-l’-module via :I’ --2’( LI (u’ a u(u’)u) and C’ into a left C”-comudule 
via C‘ l z C’ (w(c) x n(c(,) GJ f(2))). The equations 
,‘(. li, 0, = 2 (“r(Q)), u’ ../f(,) ) a 
: 2 (C(l) , U(U’) IQ) , a, = .;c, d . N 
show that (c’, 21) is a (C’, A’)- mo u e d I 1 ,airing; and it is casv to see that 
(7~, U) is a morphism of (C’, A’)-module pairings. (‘all a (C, ,=I)-module 
pairing (AV, _\I) coreflemke if the induced module map Y -tci !\I” is an 
isomorphism (or, equivalently, the cofinite submodules of .lI are closed). 
Notice that (C, zL3) is coreflevivc if and only if (C’, .-I) is coreflesive as 
(C, A)-module pairing. 
Suppose in addition that (C’, z-1) .iii.l’J (C”, .-f’) is almost bijectivc. Since 
,-I’ has cofinite image (under U) in .-1, an!- cofinitc ,.I’ submodulc of .I contains 
a cofinite right ideal (hence a cofinite ideal) of L-1 (see proof of (c) (d) 
of 2.10). Therefore, (C, A) is corefleuivc if and only if (C, .f) is coreflesive 
as a (C’, _I’)-module pairing. ‘Therefore it is sufficient to prove: 
(*) If (S, *If) -(z.7’) (P, 0) is a linearly closed almost hijective morphism 
of non-singular (C, .a)-module pairings, then (N, ;lZ) is coreflesiw if 
and only if (I’, Q) is corefiesive. 
P~cwf~f(*). Since (7~, 24) is a morphism \ve have the commutative diagram 
of L4-module maps 
where 01 and /3 arc defined b>- 
and 
respectively. Since the (contravariant) functor ,lI -~ l A/1() from left ,d-modules 
to locally finite right A-modules is right exact, 0 ---+ (coker 2~)” + Ma -.tllo Q” 
is exact. Since (I’, 9) is right non-singular, Q” is a dense submodule of Q*, 
so (IJo - (ker U) 0 -+ 0 is exact since ker u is finite dimensional. Since coker u 
is finite dimensional, AZ0 -“’ (2” -N (ker U) 0 is exact. Therefore, the rows 
of (**) are exact. To conclude the proof we need only show that u: and ,B 
are isomorphisms. 
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Since (P, Q) and (A;, AZ) are non-singular, a: is injective and coker TT has 
dense image (under p) in (ker u)“. But (ker 7)‘~ == u(Q) and (ker u)’ = x(Ar) 
since (5r, u) is linearly closed. This implies that ker VT has dense image 
( un tr a: in co er u an d > ) ( ’ k )” d /3 is injective. Therefore cy and p are isomorphisms. 
This concludes the proof. Q.E.L,. 
2.12. (I'OKOLLARY. Suppose D is u cojkite subcoalLsebra qf u coalgebra C. 
Then D is corejlexke if and only ;f C is corepexive. 
Proof Let 11 _tL C be the inclusion and applv 2.1 I to 
(D, D*) (L-L*)+ (C, c*). Q.E.D. 
Notice 2.12 implies that a coalgebra C cannot contain a maximal coreflexive 
subcoalgebra unless C itself is coreflexive. For, if D is a maximal coreflexive 
subcoalgebra of C and E is a finite dimensional subcoaIgebra, then Z) + Z? 
is corefleuive. Hence R C D, and therefore D = C. 
2.13. COROLLARY. Suppose I is a finite dimensional coideal of a coalqehva C. 
Then C is coveflemive if and only if C/I is corejlexive. 
Proof. Let C -tX C/Z be the projection and apply 2.11 tcJ 
(C C”) J-2 (C/Z, (c/z)*). Q.E.D. 
2.14. ~:OKOI,LAR1-. Suppose D and E aye corejexive subcoalgebras of a 
coalgebra C. [f D n E is $nite dimensional, then 1) +- E is coveflexive. 
Proof. It is clear that the coalgebra n 0 E is coreflexive (see Section 3). 
But the surjective map of coalgebras 7~: n Q E --+ D + E (n(d G e) my d -C e) 
has finite dimensional kernel since I) n E is finite dimensional, Thus 2.14 
follows from the previous corollary. Q.E.D. 
Kemaviz. 2.13 is 3.1.4 of [2]. It is the means of reducing the study of 
corcflerivity in the almost connected case to the connected case (the projection 
c +r K(C) C/C,,+ has finite dimensional kernel for almost connected C). 
In general C coreflexive does not imply C/Z coreflexive for an arbitrar) 
coideal Z of C (see 3.14 and 3.15). But on the other hand subcoalgebras 
of coreflcxive coalgebras are coreflexive as the following proposition implies. 
We call a morphism (I-, I”) +(7,n’) (TV, lli’) injective if n is injective and 
7~’ is suijective. 
2.15. PRoPosITIon-. Suppose (C, A) +(*,l’) (C’ , A’) is an injective mo~,phism 
of non-singular pairkgs, and (C’, L4’) is coreflexive. [f n(C) is closed, then 
(C. -4) is rorfJEesive. 
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Pw?f. H!- non-singulurity IiCF u 7r(C’) ; so if n(C’) 1s closed then 
(ker 11) ’ T(C). Let ill be a finite dimensional left .A-module. Then .I/ is 
a left I’-module (via .-!’ +I’ ,-I), hence rational. Hut (ker U) L n(C) implies 
that ;I/ is in fact a n(C’)-comodule, hence ;I C’-con~odulc. IJut for N !I(N’) c~ .1 
MC haw 
The r-esult follows b\, 2. I0.c. (.).I<.D. 
DEFIsrTIoN. A left (‘-comodulc 5 is said to be /inite!\* rc~ge?re~trtccl if 
there is an inclusion of left comodulcs .T +,’ (’ /i.: ‘.. /, ‘8 C. 
Suppose :Y is :I finitely cogenerated left C’-comodulc. Then the inclllsion 
- Jm-,A(‘, ..I (’ induces a surjection of left P-modules 
(,‘- ; . . ‘?) (,‘” AT., 2\T-r. > 
therefore 1“ is a finitely generated (‘“- module. The convcrsc is true, for: 
2.16. Ixt .\- Ix <I left C’-con~odule. and f iI dcnsc suhalgcl~l-a of ( ’ If 
a\:’ contains a finitelv ,generated dense I-submodule, then .\. is finit+ 
cogenerated. 
Z’YOO~. Uv assumption there is a map of .-l-modules A : .I. , I >j ,\T4 
such that .I/ xc-4 (I! ... ‘-8 .-I) is dense .-I-submodulc of .\-‘. L,er h Ix the 
composition of . I-modules maps 
A(‘\.) c (:I i- ‘.’ -, ,-I ^), _ ,’ : &j,’ (‘IL C’. (1.L.I). 
Remaulz. Xoticc the proof of 2. I6 shou-s that a left C’-con~odulc .\‘ can 
itself be embedded in t’ as a left coideal if Xx is cyclic (e.g., if \- is simple). 
Rrnzarli. Let C’ _tr 1) be :I map of coalgebras. ‘I’hen the map ( -)-;) fj , ! (1 
defined I~?- to(c) 2 rr(r(,)) (2;) cc.,) gives- C’ ‘I left Dcomodulc structure. 
Notice that the I) k-module structure on P is the same as that induced 
by the algebra snap II* -Q* C*. By 2.16 (‘ is finitely cogeneratcd if C’,’ 
is 3 finitely generated I)*-module. This situation occurs if I> C‘ 1 dare 
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1 is a finite dimensional coideal of C (C jii n is the projection). In particular 
if C is almost connected (see [2]) then there is an inclusion of R(C)-comodules 
r -+ R(C) ‘3 “’ 3 R(C). 
2.17. PR~POSITIOD;. Suppose C -+n D is u map of coalgelwas and as a D- 
comodule C is finitelzl cogenerated. Then D corejlexire implies C cowflexive. 
Pwof. The inclusion A: C f D cJ# ... ill L) induces the linearly closed 
morphism of L)*-modules (C, C*) ,(>.A*) (1) 8 ... ,c&, L), p G, ,., (!, j-j*). 
Since I1 is coreflexive, it is clear that the cofinite I>*-modules of 
are closed. Since cofinite ideals of C” arc I)-“-modules and A* is sujective, 
the proof follows immediately. QED. 
3. 'IhE ~OREFl.EXIVITY OF c,, 
3.1. The Direct Sum of Paivin<p 
Suppose that ,Y is a set, and (C,, , &-I,) is a pairing of a coalgebra C,r and 
algebra d, for each .I’ E iy. Then there is natural pairing of the coalgebra 
C = JJ C,r and the algebra -3 =: n A,. (denoted (C, A)) defined by 
‘\c, a> = CJ (cX , a,>. Notice that (C, A) is left non-singular (respectively, 
non-singular) if and only if each (C, , +q,) is left non-singular (respectively, 
non-singular). If (C, =1) is coreflexive, then (C,. , J,.) is coreflexive for all 
x E .y. In this section we discuss conditions under which (C, A) is coreflexive. 
Suppose that {A,: .w E X) is an indcxcd set of k-algebras. I:or each non-void 
subset I’ of X, let I()‘) be the ideal of all functions of =3 m-z n A,. which 
vanish on IT, i.e., Z(Y) -= (a E .4: a, :: 0 all y E Y). For notational con- 
venience let I(x) = [({XI). If A,l. m= k all m t S, denote A by P’. In this case 
notice there is a natural inclusion S -f Alg(k”, h) defined by ,v(f) .f(~), 
and that ker .I’ f(x) for each .I’ E A’. 
Give W’), the free k-module on -V, the coalgebra structure determined 
by AX s @ X. The evaluation map ,W’) @ kX - A determined by <~,f,> mm 
f‘(.~) is a pairing of the coalgcbra kc”) and the algebra k”; furthermore, 
the natural isomorphism kX % (LAX’)* induces an isomorphism of pairings 
(k’,“), kX) ru (kcX’, (kcX’)*). The coreflexivit\r of h(“) will play a key role in 
our discussion. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let S be a set and (C, , z4,) a coveflexive pal;t%tg of a 
coalgebra C, and algebra A, fog each x E X. Then (Lj C,. , n iz,) is covejlexke 
if und only if the maximal cojkite ideals of n A, aye closed. 
4X1/26/3-10 
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Proof. ( --) Clear. 
(<m ) If .Y is finite and (Cl,, , I-I*) ‘. 1s coreflexive for all s i; S, then 
it is easy to see that (u C, , n .3,?) is coreflexive. 
Suppose that I is a cofinite ideal of <4 rI ‘4.X ! and .1/i ,..., //,. arc 
the maximal ideals containing I. Then since each -A?‘~ is closed b!; assumption 
J -= n ~7, is closed. Since (u C,. , n ,~l,,.) is left non-singular n := J1 is a 
finite dimensional subcoalgebra of C IJ C’,. Thus for some finite subset IV 
of S the coalgebra IJ C fl {C,,: ,V t 1.1 E. Let B = n {A,,: x E I’] and 
(E, B) ~-+(“,7i’ (C, -3) the natural morphism (E +n C the inclusion, Ag -+‘L B 
the projection). Kow J Zl’ 3 ker u; and thus I I) J” 3 (ker 2~)” ~: ker ZI 
for some IZ. Therefore, Z : u ‘(u(1)). Nut (E, B) is coreflesive; and since u 
is continuous, we conclude I is closed. Q.E.D. 
In case C1, = k all .v E -Y, 3. I implies the following: 
3.2. C'OROLLARY. Let S he n set. Then k(,yJ is corejlesi~e (f and only ft. 
‘I- =: Alg(kx, k). 
Proof. JVe will show that (R ix), kK) coreflexive is equivalent to the 
condition S = Alg(k*, R). 
( --) Clear, since I maximal and closed implies I -m- I(X) for some .L’ t ,Y. 
(-<~ ) By 3.1 it suffices to show that maximal cofinite ideals of kX arc 
closed. Since .I- = Alg(P’, k), it suffices to show that maximal cofinite 
ideals have codimension one. Let I be a maximal cofinite ideal of kX and 
K =- kx/I. For f~ kX let P(X) E k[S] be the minimal polynomial off in K. 
Then g = P(f) E I. Therefore R(X) -= 0 for some x E X. If u = f(~), then 
P(a) =- 0. (‘onsequently P(x) = X - 2, which implies f - u: I E I. 
Q.E.D. 
Since the subcoalgebras of PX) are of the form Py), the correspondence 
I7 t-~ 1(Y) of the subsets of ,Y and the closed ideals of kx is bijective. 
Remark. For a discussion of when S ,41g(k”, k) the reader is referred 
to [2]. 
Suppose that ((C,, , il,): n: E= S) is an indexed family of pairings. The 
counit maps C,, -++ k induce a map of coalgebras C - JJ C‘,. --tE k(X) and 
the unit maps k --‘IJ A, induce a map of algebras k” -+‘I -4 7 JJ .,F!,~ . 
Moreover, 
3.3. (C, A) --+ (i ‘1’ (k’“‘, k9) is a morphism of pairings. 
3.4. PIZOIJOSITION. Let S be a set and (C,. , -4,) be a corejlesice pairing of 
the coalgebra C,. and algebra A,. for each x E X. !f k(X) is corejlexi~e, therl 
(JJ C, , n AZ) is corefle&e. 
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Proof. Let I be a maximal cofinite ideal of A = n A, . Then J =- y-‘(1) 
is a cofinite ideal of kx. By assumption J is closed. Therefore J = (k’Y’)i 
for some finite subset Y of X. But this implies n {I(y): y E I-1 = J A C I; 
therefore I(y) C I for some y E Y since I is maximal. Let C -= u C, and 
cc, I 24,) +(*,u) (C, ir) be the natural morphism (C, --t” C the inclusion, 
,3 -+t~ A, the projection). Then ker u =: f(y) C I, which implies1 =z u -‘(u(l)). 
Since u is continuous and (C, , =I ,) coreflexive, I is closed. By 3.1 (C, A) 
is coreflexive. Q.E.D. 
If C is any coalgebra, then Rad C* -T C,’ (see [2]). Therefore the inclusion 
C,, ---t‘ C induces the exact sequence 0 - Rad C* --L C* -+“ CO* ---f 0. 
Since L* is linearly closed the correspondence .&’ e L”(&‘) of cofinite 
maximal (respectively, maximal left) closed ideals of C* and those of C,,* 
is bijective. Suppose that in the hypothesis of 3.1 -4,, =~ C,.* for all .Y E S. 
Then the natural isomorphism =l ‘v C* (C z~= u C, and d -m: n AZ) 
induces an isomorphism of pairings (C, C”) z (C, *?I). Since C, is the 
direct sum of finite dimensional (simple) subcoalgebras, in this particular 
case C is coreflexive if and only if C’,, is coreflexive. For the remainder of 
this section we shall be concerned with the coreflexivity of C, 
Remark. Let C be a coalgebra. Then C, coreflerive is equivalent to 
all finite dimensional simple C*-modules being rational by the preceding 
discussion and 2.2. 
Suppose that A is a k-algebra. We say that A is algebraic if k[al is finite 
dimensional for a E A. An ideal I of A is called algebraic if A/I is an algebraic 
algebra. If (‘4,: x E Xj is an indexed family of k-algebras, let uY: n iI, -+ 
n (A,: y E Y> be the projection for I’ a subset of X. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let A ~= n A, be a direct product of k-algebras, and suppose 
there is an CY. E A such that Q(c+) is invertable for all but (at most) finitely 
many x for each 0 f Q(A7) E k[X]. If I ‘- 1~ an algebraic ideal of r3, then 
I := u~~(z+(I)) for some finite subset 1’ of X. 
Proof. Let Q(X) be the minimal polynomial of 01 in ,411. Xow I’ 
(x: Q(a,) not a unit) is finite (or void) by assumption. If B = n (A,: x E Y> 
and U: A - B is the projection, then Ker u C 1 since Q(a) E I. QED. 
Let / S ( denote the cardinality of the set S. As an immediate corollary 
we have: 
3.6. COROLLARY. If / X j 5 ; k j, then kcx) is corejexive. 
Proof. By assumption there is a set inclusion DI: X - k. Regarding a: 
as an element of kx (01, = a(~)) we see that if I is a cofinite maximal ideal 
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of kX, then I Z(x) for some s t &V b!. 3.5. The result follows from 3.1. 
QED. 
3.7. Remark \l;hat MC actually showed in the proof uf 3.2 is that for an! 
field R the algebraic maximal ideals of k.’ have codimension one. If k is 
finite WC assert that Sx) 1s coreflexive if and only if S is finite. If S is finite, 
clearly h’“) is coreflexive. (‘onversciy, if k has II elements, then ./“I ,f 0 
for allf~ k”. Thercforc all ideals of kX arc algebraic. In particular, all maximal 
ideals of k’ arc clod, so k-’ has no proper dense ideals. This implies 
ICY : LJ k,, (h,, k all .x F .Y), which is true only if .Y is finite. 
3.8. LEmT.4. Suppose that .-I is LI jinitr rli~net~sional simple nl,eDra owr a 
jinite jiek! k and Q(-Y) E k[.Y] is ntonic qf d~pm tl. If dx dim rl, then there 
is nn a C .I such that Q(a) is a unit. 
I’rooJ It u-ill sufice to show that .j contains a field h’ such that 
dim K I/. 
By classical structure theor!- (SW [5]) A Endl, I ‘, where I1 is a finite 
diGion algebra over 12 and I ’ is an n-dimensional \wxtor space over I>. 11 
dim n d, then let K I) (K is a field 1,~ ~lyeddcrburn’s theorem [4]). 
NO\V suppose that n :-- dim fj. Then J’ dim A? n’(dim n) c; k+f 
implies that tl II. Let P(‘Y) I ,e irrcducihlc 0x7 k of degree 72. Then 
P(a) 0 for some a t .A (take a to lx the companion matrix of P(.Y); xc 
[4]). IHence k[a] K is a field, and dim /< tz rl. C&IS. 11. 
Suppose that (’ is a coalgebra. Then the coradicill C’,) u C,. is the 
direct s~rrn of the simple subcoalgebras C’, of C. I;or a positive 72 let C[n] 
u (C’,,: dim C‘,. 111 if dim C’,. II for sonw x, ;md for a non-\wid sulxct 
of positive integers h’ let C[;V] JJ : C[lZ] : w r- :\‘I if C[nJ is defined for )z c A-. 
Define L+l [:I:] Cp-] “; then C‘,, - u C’[N] and therefore C‘,,’ ‘v 11 --IIn]. 
Let IL,\-: C” + .-I[:\‘] denote the algebra projection induced 1)~ the inclusion 
c’[:V] F C’. 
Proof. Since Eve have an e.sact scqucncc 0 b Iiad C“ + C’ ’ t c‘,,” N 0 
wc ma\- assume C’ C,, I~urthermorc wc ma! fssum~’ C’,, ’ 17 ,I[?~] is 
an infinite l~rotluct. Hy 3.5 it will suffice to show that there is an 7 I n A‘I[~~] 
such that for exch 0 ,:- c(S) F /2[.\V] tl Icrc is an 111 such that Q(cY,~) not 2 
unit implies I/ 111. 
If k is infinite, this is clear (see 3.6). 
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Suppose k is finite. Then there is a sequence of non-zero polynomials 
s Q,(S), Qz(X),... of k[,Y] satisfying 
(1) Q,,(S) 1 $I,, Ll(S) for each IZ, and 
(2) if 0 t Q(X) E h[S], then Q(S) , Q,,(X) for some n. 
Let (I(?!) (deg Qn)a. Then by 3.8 for each wl such that A[m] is defined 
and lf(~z) wz < d(n 1 I) there is an a,,, E A[m] such that &(a,,,) is a unit 
of .4[~1]. If 0 # Q(X) t Iz[S] then bl (I) and (2) there is an wz such that 
(_)(-Y) c&(-Y) all 72 nz. Thus, if Q(a,,) is not a unit, then IZ K: d(m). Q.E.D. 
The foIhwing theorem is the key to our characterization of semisimple 
coreflesiw coalgebras. 
3.10. ‘I’HEOREM. Let C be a semisimple coalgebra (i.e., C c’,,). Then (7 
is cor$e.viw if and only if C[n] is corf$lesioe fey each 71. 
E’mof. Clearly C coreflexive implies C[ll] reflexive each 71. (.“onversely, 
if I is a maximal cofinite idcal of C*, then U,,(I) is a proper ideal of C[n]* 
for some II. But u,,(l) closed, and u,, continuous, implies that I -~~ u;;l(u,(I)) 
is closed. The result follows by 3. I. (~.l?.D. 
Proof. (-:-) If 1~‘” is corefleuive, then C is coreflexivr by 3.4. 
( -) Suppose ((C,, , ,I,): s E Sj is the indexed family of pairings. I:or 
each s E S choose a linear n,.: ii + C,, such that F,, 7~,~ 1,. and let 
T: /(‘X’ t C : u C,. be the induced map. Let u: A =. n AI,I --f /,!X he the 
(unique) map such that 
commutes. Then (/z(,rJ, Rx) m+(z,n) (C, &,I) is a linearly closed morphism of 
(W), k”)-module pairings. 
Suppose that C’ u CA’,,. is corefkive. Since dim C, II for all s, 
.4 is a finitely generated kx-module (see discussion preceding 3.3). Ixt 1 
be a cofinite ideal of 1~“. Then I .-I is a cofinite (right) ideal of .,I by 1.3.8 
of [3]. Since (C, .g) is corefle~ive, I ,-1 is closed. i\;oiv I A C u ‘(I) since 
EL is a map of /zX-modules. But this implies that u ‘(I) is closed; hence 
I : U(ZL -‘(I)) is closed. Cj.E.D. 
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3.12. COROLLARY. Let C be a semisimple coalgebra over k. 
(1) If k is finite, then C is corejexive if and only if C[n] is finite dimensional 
all n. 
(2) if k is infinite, then C -= JJ C, (C, pl ) slm e zs covejexive 17 and only (f 
kc”’ is coreflexive. 
Proof. By 3.10 C is coreflexive if and only if C[n] is coreflexive all rz. 
Let C[n] = JJ{C,: VEX,}. By 3.11 C[ n is coreflexive if and only if kcXn) ] 
is coreflexive. If k is finite, then by 3.7 kcXn) is coreflexive if and only if 
X, is finite. Suppose k is infinite, and let ,Y = u A-,, . Then by 3.6 and 3.4 
kcX’ Y j-J k w%) is corefiexive if and only if each kcXJ is coreflexive. QED. 
3.13. Remark. The algebra map =1 + (A ) ” * in general is not surjective, 
even if A” is a coreflexive coalgebra. For example let A :- C* @ D* where 
C @ IJ is coreflexive (let k == iY be infinite and C = D == kcX’). From the 
commutative diagram 
Hom,(C, D*) --+ Hom(C, D*) 
d -------f (-40)” 
we see that the natural map A --, (A”)* is not surjective. 
We now give examples showing that coreflexivity of coalgebras is not 
preserved under quotients in general. 
3.14. EXAMPLE. Let k be a finite field and C, be a simple coalgebra such 
that dim C,, ,z n all 12. Suppose C _ JJ C,, and C +E k(N) is the surjective 
coalgebra map described in 3.3. Now C is coreflexive by the previous 
corollary, but, since kcN) is not coreflcxive, the coalgebra Ciker 5 is not 
coreflexive. 
3.15. EXAMPLE. The connected coalgebra 
C( C’) = k @ V- (&,-a~1 +l@v) 
is coreflexive if and only if V is finite dimensional. Let k be an infinite field. 
For each n let C, =- C(V,) for some finite dimensional Yn z;f (0). Then 
C = JJ C, is coreflexive, but Z?(C) -= C/C,,’ = C(@ V,) is not coreflexive. 
3.2. C as a ‘GComodule 
For a coalgebra C we let COP denote the “opposite” coalgebra. The 
conversion of a C-bicomodule .W into a left K :.m C @ Con-comodule (for 
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n E 1V define w(n) =.= C n(r) @ n(,) @I g(z) E K @ N) determines an iso- 
morphism of categories; and the subbicomodules of N are the ‘G-sub- 
comodules. In particular C itself is a left K-comodule and the subcoalgebras 
of C are the K-subcomodules. 
Sotice that ,d = A 0 A”P (iz = C”) is a dense subalgebra of ‘6 * and 
that the %*-module action restricted to .N’ is determined by a @ tj n’ = 
a(a’b) for a’ E A. Since “left multiplication” is continuous and linearly 
closed (see 1.7) for a E ,-I 
3.16. A-IaA =.&.u -%*.a =%“.a. 
Among the %I-submodules of il are the cofinite maximal ideals as the 
next proposition implies. 
3.17. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra, J an algebraic ideal of C* containing 
Rad Cr. Then J is a %*-submodule. 
Proof. By 3.9 J =. u~;l(u,~(J)) for some finite subset N. Let n I= C[N]. 
The inclusion D --f C induces an algebra map ‘t* - .%‘*. Therefore D* 
is a left %*-module (by pullback), and furthermore C* _tUw D* is a map 
of %*-modules. This means we may assume D = C. But D* = A[N] = 
I1 c:,r*, and dim C, < masin: n E IV>. Therefore the principle (two-sided) 
ideals of D* are closed. The result follows by 3.16. U.E.D. 
3.18. COROLLARY. Let C be a coalgebra and J an algebraic ideal of C* 
containing Rad C*. Then J is closed if ] contains a finitely generated (bwo-sided) 
ideal I dense in J. 
Proof. Let I = (a1 )...) a,,) be such an ideal. Then by 3.17 and 3.16 
Jr, c* I z= %* a, -; . . .t K* a,, = f ._ 1 
since the sum of closed subspaces of C* is closed. Thus 
J =- /. Q.E.D. 
Kemarlz. It should be noted that 3.18 gives a sufficient condition for a 
finite dimensional simple C*-module to be rational, since the annihilator 
of such a module is a cofinite maximal ideal. 
Specializing 3.18 we derive a sufficient condition for the coradical to be 
coreflexive. 
3.19. COROLLARY. Let C be a coalgebra, and suppose esery maximal cojkite 
ideal .A[ contains a finitely generated (two-sided) ideal dense in M. Then C,, 
is corejlexive. 
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In this final section we derive a sufficient condition for the tensor product 
of corcflexive coalgebras to be coreflcxive. Il:e employ the natural pairing 
of the convolution coalgebra and the convolution algebra introduced in 
Section 1 
Suppose ,-I is an algebra, C’ a coalgebra, and C. a subspace of C. If 1. ~1 (’ 
is the inclusion, let [C’, 0] denote the kernel of the restriction map 
Hom(C, L’-l) -“+ Hom( I’, il). 
4.1. LEMiIlA. Let (A * C, Hom(C’, --I)) he the natural pairing of the coneolutiou 
coalgebra and convolution algebra of C’ and A1, alld let .f be a cojinite ideal 
of Hom(C, -4). Then .f is closed 17 and only tf [D, 0] C .Y for sow finite 
dimensional subcoalgebra D of C. 
Proof. ( :,) Suppose that .Y is closed. Since I” is finite dimensional, 
.Y’ C ,3” @jj D for some finite dimensional subcoalgebra /j of C. Thus 
[D, 0] C # .f. 
(-cm ) Suppose [D, 0] C 9 for some finite dimensional subcoalgebra I> 
of C. Let D +L C be the inclusion and consider the exact sequence 
0 -----f [D, 0] -----a Hom(C, -4) ~--AT+ Hom(D, --I) -- r 0. 
Now (-4 + D, Hom(D, =1)) is corefkxive since D is finite dimensional (see 1.3. I 
of [3]). Thus h”(J) is closed. Rut L* is continuous (since (I ,$I L, L*) is a 
morphism), therefore .B -: L* l(cl’(.Y)) is closed. Q.E.D. 
Notice that C’ is a subalgebra of Hom(C’, .-I) via c.,(c) r’, c _ I. Bq 
applying the exact functor Hom( ~, -4) to the exact sequence L - mm* (,’ -Pi (’ 
(n(c) -= x ~(~)‘:a, ccz);) we conclude: 
4.2. Hom(C’, -4) x a : [V, 01, n-here I. (C’” a):, u E Cf. 
This sa)-s principle left ideals generated b!- elements of C’ are closed. 
After [2] we call an algebra A4 left almost noetherian if the cofinite left 
ideals of .-I are finitely generated, and we call a coalgebra C kft strong/y 
rejlesizle if C* is left almost noetherian. 
Remark. Left strongly reflexive implies corcflesive, but the reverse 
implication does not hold in general. 
4.3. k3mlA. Suppose C is a left strong& reflexive coaigebra. Then 
(-4 + C, Hom(C, A)) is corejlexivefor any algebra A. 
Proof. Suppose that .F is a cofinite ideal of Hom(C, i-1), and I .P n CT’. 
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Then I is a cofinite ideal of CT, thus 1 .-_ C” a, + ... + C” ur for some 
or ,..., n,. E C* by assumption. Let D = I’ and I’, _: (C” a,)-‘. Then 
I) mm< 0 Fi and therefore 
J 3 Hom(C, d) + a, I ... $ Hom(C, .-1) * n,. = [I,‘, , 0] ‘- ... + [I-,. , 0] 
- [n lyi,O] = [D,O]by4.2. 
By 4.1 .P is closed. Y.E.D. 
4.4. THEOREM Su$pose that C is a left stroqly vejlexiae coalgebra. Then 
C 12 D is corejlesine for any corejlexiue coalgebra D. 
Proof. Let =3 =m D* and % = C @ D. There is an isomorphism of 
pairings (‘6, % *) “v (‘-1 * C, Hom(C, A)) since II is coreflexive. The result 
follow by 4.3. Cl.E.D. 
Remark. The hypothesis of 4.4 is satisfied if C is of finite type, cocom- 
mutative and coreflexive, or more generally if C is coreflexive and the direct 
sum of subcoalgebras of finite type (see [2]). 
If C and D are (non-trivial) coalgebras and C (3 D is coreflexive, then 
C and II are necessarily coreflexivc. To show (0) :+ C (3 I> corcflexivc 
implies that C is coreflexive we may assume that D is finite dimensional 
by 2.15. But (using 1.3.1 of [3]) ‘t I IS easv to see that C is coreflexive for _ 
such a I). 
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